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. . Rebel–Imperial squadron with escort ships, led by Darth Vader himself. We've got our work cut out for us, but we've been
able to help the few escape pods that got away. We're ready to depart for wherever you want to go." Leia began to protest, but
the pilot interrupted her, “We're on our way. Follow me, Princess." Leia watched the two destroyers, one of which was a clone
of her own the first cruiser, as they headed for the surface of the planet. In the control center of the Jedi Temple, Jedi Knight
Mace Windu could hear Leia's voice in the viddisplay, but he was too focused on the scope and control panel in front of him to
pay her any attention. At the helm of the temple, his order was simple: "Make it so." Back on the Frasier space station, the tall,
thin female with dark hair gave a sigh of relief, "Thank the Maker, I thought we were going to lose you. Where are we supposed
to go?" "You were trained for this. You know what to do." "But where to?" The other person aboard was the compact, blackhaired woman with brown eyes. "We have to head toward the outer rim planetoids. Somewhere out there, we'll find a freighter."
"But if the Empire tracks us, they will trace the signals back to you. If the Empire knows that you're here, they'll come for you
first." Leia thought of their mission: to find a ship to escape from the Empire. "Maybe, but we'll be safe if we get away from
here. Our friends and I have been on the run from the Empire. We can help you. And we're not going to stay. We'll be leaving
this station soon. In the meantime, you can try to hide this and get away. You know how to use the transmitter?" "Yes." Leia
thought, and realized the woman on the station was right. If the Empire found this station, they would probably look for Leia or
one of her friends. She then realized that her friend on the station was right too. He'd never stay long, and would probably leave
them when the Empire's search was over. "Okay, let's do this. What about the people on the station? I need to know about
them." 82157476af
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